Lesson 7: Mean
Daily Data Collection
Each student will record the following information on the board:
Backpack Weight & Your Age – BF/GF Age

Distribution Part 1: Center
The Mean
[you learned the median earlier]
The most common measure of center is the mean. The mean is the arithmetic average. On the distribution
graph, the mean is the balancing point (center of gravity) of the graph. To find the mean of a set of
observations you use the following formula à
Σ is the Greek capital letter sigma. In math it means “Add ‘em up”
x Represents the sample mean. It is called “x bar”
Comparing the Mean and Median
The mean and median in a symmetric distribution will be very close to each other. Although the mean is the
most popular measure of center, it is not always the most appropriate measure of center. The mean is very
sensitive to extreme observations (called outliers). If a distribution is skewed, it will pull the mean toward its
skewness and the mean will not be an accurate measure of center. Because outliers affect the mean, we say
that the mean is NOT a resistant measure of center. The median is not affected by extreme values and is a
resistant measure of center.
Generally: If right skewed, then

Mean > Median

If left skewed, then Mean < Median

AP Question – When skewness or outliers exist, the median is a better predictor of center than the mean.

Class Data:
Find the mean and median for backpack weight and age difference [Yours – SO] and use these measures to
describe if skewness exists for the data.

Guided Practice:

Find the mean and median for travel times and use these measures to describe if skewness exists for the data.

Choose one of the following to see if it verifies your interpretation of skewness: Dot-plot, Stem-plot, or
Histogram

HW 7 Section 1-3: 79, 81, 83, 87

Study for quiz 2 over lessons 5, 6, 7 and 3 (review)

